Overlea Preliminary School Supplies List
2023-2024

The following items are required for Overlea scholars on the first day of school in order to enhance and sustain academic performance. Please check your scholars’ supplies each quarter to determine if they need to be replaced.

**General Supplies**
- 15 Sharpened Pencils
- 15 Blue or Black Pens
- A planner
- 2 Highlighters
- Two 1” 3 ring binders (e.g., 1 for A Day and 1 for B Day)
- 2 packs of tab dividers
- 5 pocket folders with 3 prongs inside
- 2 Marble composition notebooks
- 1 pack of paper
- 1 Backpack (optional)
- 1 set of earbuds (optional - inexpensive)

All scholars should bring their BCPS-issued Chromebook device fully charged each day to be available for use during instruction.

**Other Notes:**
- Some classes may provide a specific supplies list during the 1st week of school.
- **Information about PE uniforms will be provided by the Physical Education department.**

**Scholars who need support with school supplies should email their counselor or fill out this Overlea Cares form.**